Students claim officer harassment
Public Safety defends charges of bias

By Kelley Cummins
Staff Writer

Although some students often complain about harassment by or the negative attitudes of Cal Poly Public Safety officers, one lieutenant defends them, saying they are simply doing their jobs.

Brian Ziff is one student who had an encounter with a Public Safety officer who had a "bad attitude."

"Ziff, a business major, said the problem began when he parked his red Ford Mustang on the wrong side of the lane in front of the library, left his hazard lights on and sprinted to the library to get a Mustang Daily."

"I was only gone for about 15 seconds," Ziff said. "I got back in my car and was already moving away, and he pulled up with his lights on. 'Rats,' I thought, 'I probably will get a warning.' "

Ziff told the officer that he was parked for "just a few seconds to get a Mustang Daily" and that he acted pleasantly because he sincerely thought that he would receive a warning. Ziff said by parking on the wrong side of the road he avoided blocking several cars and was not endangering anyone.

"I sarcastically asked, 'Have you reached your quota today?' and he said, 'I just did.' "

Many Cal Poly students may think that Public Safety has a ticket quota, but they are wrong. "There are absolutely no quotas at Cal Poly," parking supervisor Cindy Campbell said. "It's against the law to have quotas. And I know for a fact that there are enough violations on this campus to keep them (the officers) busy."

"The officer must have been flippant and sarcastic in the Ziff case," said Lt. Whiter of Public Safety. "We'd never have quotas."

Concerning the $44 parking ticket Ziff received, Whiter said that warnings are up to the individual patrol car before they are human beings and not machines," Whiter said. "Some will give warnings and others citations. In this instance (Ziff incident), this particular officer wouldn't give a warning."

Beard, another student who claims to have been harassed, said that he acted pleasantly because he sincerely thought that he would receive a warning. "Ziff said by parking on the wrong side of the road he avoided blocking several cars and was not endangering anyone."

"I sarcastically asked, 'Have you reached your quota today?' and he said, 'I just did.' "

By Bruce Sutherland
Staff Writer

"The rule is, you have to fail to stop a person who is walking, and you have to ask to repeat these tasks again quellement."

"The officer made me a lot of questions and wanted to know where I lived and my phone number," Beard said. "I was told that if I was lying about my phone number and stuff that I could be hauled away to jail."

"The cop asked me a lot of questions and wanted to know where I lived and my phone number," Beard said. "I was told that if I was lying about my phone number and stuff that I could be hauled away to jail."

"The officer questioned his honesty several times. "When he called my house, he said no one was there and asked me again if I was telling the truth," Beard said.

"After administering the sobriety test, the officer told Beard that he was capable of handling himself but gave him a ride home."

"I was kind of mad because I was just walking, and there were other people around that didn't get stopped," Beard said. "It was cool for them to give me a ride."

"They said that it is usual standards to stop people walking on campus if they look suspicious."

"An individual would have to do something fairly obvious, like stumble, and an officer, by law, must stop that individual," Whiter said. "You can't say 'no big deal he's drunk' or you would be creating a liability for yourself and the university."

"Whiter said that an officer may administer the sobriety tests on campus.

"If you fail two sobriety tests, you are technically driving under the influence," Whiter said.

"The officer must have been drunk, of course," said Ziff. "Nothing could be farther from the truth."

"Michael Dukakis is one strong on the environment, not George Bush," Nichols said.

"No, "臧 J, a political science major who claims to have been harassed by Public Safety officers, said. "Why would they support George Bush?"
Letters to the Editor

By Justin Laney

The other future will bring more protection of our irreplaceable resources by adopting long-term views and developing programs to stop the trend before it becomes irreversible. If we do not lessen the threat of nuclear annihilation and the arms race in a sane, human, and national security, it will attempt to deal with our alarming national debt now, instead of ignoring the threat that our children will be faced with. Our society will lose its freedom from/of religion, and will allow our society to live by our own moral and cultural political attitudes. Above all, it will work within, not around, our precious constitution and human rights.

I could also present these two choices to you in the same terms you've been seeing throughout this entire media-based campaign. One future promises to be hard on crime, strong on defense, upright and patriotic. It also will be hard on women, minorities, students, seniors, free-thinking individuals and our fragile environment. Its strong defense makes us one of the most feared and dangerous people on the planet. Its ideology threatens to force-feed a select theology and blind patriotism to our children. And its leaders are elite, bigoted, closed-minded, near-sighted, and corrupt. It is a future that will drain our natural resources at an alarming rate, as we continue to abuse the earth's resources. It is a future that will not move us toward a safer, saner national security, which makes our nation so special.

The other future is one that also is hard on crime, strong on defense, upright and patriotic, (although its opponents ardently disagree.) The difference is that you would be part of a diverse, inclusive society, that respects women, minorities, students, etc., because its leaders are concerned about the states of the people, rather than wealth, a healthy, elite minority. It will deal with crime through realistic, affordable programs. It will preserve the rights like privacy and due process. It will move toward a safer, saner national security. It will not have the same future in our great nation. It will not have the same wealth for women, minorities, students, etc., because its leaders are concerned about the states of the people, rather than wealth, a healthy, elite minority.

Our priorities need rethinking

Editor — In the past several months it has been my unfortunate opportunity to witness a depressing degradation of America. The presidential race has been so littered by speculation and rumor that fear or less than a few can perceive with any real wisdom who, if any, is the best. Fortunately, there have been so many contradictions that people are forced to think about the candidates seriously. However, no one who either has been obscured. I hope that in the future we will not present the distracts occurring (constructively) on both sides. It’s too late for this frugality, we must reduce our nation’s general freedoms. One party domination — by any means necessary. Why? Let us be wise and not selfish in our thinking. Let us be capable of seeing through the rhetoric and shallow rhetoric to get their campaign message across. One future promises to drain our natural resources at an alarming rate, as we continue to abuse the earth’s resources. It is a future that will not move us toward a safer, saner national security, which makes our nation so special.

Editor — In the past several months it has been my unfortunate opportunity to witness a depressing degradation of America. The presidential race has been so littered by speculation and rumor that fear or less than a few can perceive with any real wisdom who, if any, is the best. Fortunately, there have been so many contradictions that people are forced to think about the candidates seriously. However, no one who either has been obscured. I hope that in the future we will not present the distracts occurring (constructively) on both sides. It’s too late

BLOOM COUNTY

by Berle, as noted

Editor — In the past several months it has been my unfortunate opportunity to witness a depressing degradation of America. The presidential race has been so littered by speculation and rumor that fear or less than a few can perceive with any real wisdom who, if any, is the best. Fortunately, there have been so many contradictions that people are forced to think about the candidates seriously. However, no one who either has been obscured. I hope that in the future we will not present the distracts occurring (constructively) on both sides. It’s too late

Letters to the Editor

Bush, Wilson pro-arms race

Editor — While there are many issues for voters to consider when choosing a senator or president, one is particularly important. The deployment of more than 50,000 nuclear weapons around the globe is an invitation to catastrophe. For how much longer can the nuclear arms race and proliferation of nuclear weapon systems be a viable strategy for national security?

All of the candidates express concern about this issue, and all profess support for reducing nuclear weapons. The similarities end there. Pete Wilson and George Bush have consistently opposed proposals, such as a clear test ban, that would slow the arms race. So, they favor a new arms race. Despite what the naive, duped citizens may think, the United States deploys SDI (Star Wars). Concerning SDI, Wilson and Bush point out the potential for reducing nuclear weapons.

Editor — All of us students with United States has deployed SDI. Concerning the SDI, we must be given the choice to vote for a candidate who will stop this arms race.

Editor — In the past several months it has been my unfortunate opportunity to witness a depressing degradation of America. The presidential race has been so littered by speculation and rumor that fear or less than a few can perceive with any real wisdom who, if any, is the best. Fortunately, there have been so many contradictions that people are forced to think about the candidates seriously. However, no one who either has been obscured. I hope that in the future we will not present the distracts occurring (constructively) on both sides. It’s too late
Halloween crime plunges in I.V.

By Steve Harmon
Staff Writer

Saturday were typical nights in Isla Vista as far as the number of parties. The only difference was the theme. Sunday was kind of quiet, he said, and Monday saw the biggest crowd.

Alvarez said there were 462 citations issued and 110 people were booked.

Navarro said this year’s orderly celebration was the direct result of the awareness campaign that UCSB, Isla Vista and Santa Barbara residents began.

The awareness involved distributing some 5,000 leaflets all over the state, training volunteers to patrol the area and letting visitors know that lawbreaking would not be tolerated.

“An alert and preparation went into making this more of a community happening,” Alvarez said. “The community banded together under the Major Events Committee to coordinate to make this work.”

The fact that Halloween was on Monday helped keep the crowd size down, Navarro said.

By Phyllis Davies, author of GRIEF - Climb Toward Understanding

These writings reflect the author’s struggles and determination to find healing through grief. Phyllis Davies’ poetic journey led her to fuller self-knowledge and insight. In sharing the process that helped her make it through a situation most of us face at some time, she shows how to turn a devastating experience into one of inner growth. Her sharing of what to do at the time of death, as well as a review of the things people did to help her family, provides tools you will find valuable.

Phyllis Davies is an appropriate book to give at an awkward time.
CRIME
From page 1

meanors. To arrest a suspect for a misdemeanor, an officer must see the crime take place.

The case has been turned over to the District Attorney's office and the students' names have been given to the university for possible disciplinary action, said Berrett.

Berrett is not certain whether these incidents are related to other campus auto vandalism. Public Safety officials request anyone who had a vehicle vandalized on or about Oct. 23 to call 756-2281 to report it.
Jesse Jackson:
Faring the deep political ocean

"I am tired of sailing my little boat
Far inside the Harbor bar
I want to go out where the big ships float
Out on the deep where the great ones are
And should my frail craft prove too slight
For waves that shall come,
I'd rather go down in the stirring fight
Than drowse to death by the sheltered shore."
— Anonymous

Recited by Rev. Jesse Jackson
at the 1988 Democratic National Convention

By Tara Giambalvo
Staff Writer

"About 40 percent of those blacks we
surveyed . . . believed Jackson had been
mistrusted at the convention . . . A majority
of those said that it affected their likelihood
of voting, and voting for democrats."
— Linda Williams, associate director of the
Joint Center for Political Behavior

Election Day is less than a week away,
and Jackson's political ship has yet to
come in. But he has certainly made waves
in the 1988 presidential campaign.
The charismatic preacher has been
credited with registering millions of black
voters, adding to the concerns of Ameri-
can blue-collar workers and coming closer
than any black to gaining a major party
nomination.

Jackson has gained worldwide recogni-
tion as a powerful political leader and has
possibly laid the groundwork for new
directions within the Democratic party.

The number of blacks registered for the
Democratic party is perhaps most signifi-
cant among his accomplishments.

Jet magazine placed the number of black
voters registered at over two million in the
past few years
"I registered more voters . . . than any-
one alive," he told the magazine. "It was
that work that led to the Democrats
gaining control of the U.S. Senate in
1986 and the subsequent defeat of Judge
Robert Bork's nomination to the Supreme
Court in 1987."

John Lybarger, chair of the San Luis
Obispo County Central Democratic Com-
mittee, said that Jackson's people were
paying volunteers $3 for every voter
registered from inner city areas.

Registration, however, is no guarantee
that they will vote, he added.

"People don't vote unless they have a
reason to," he said.

Linda Williams, associate director of the
Joint Center for Political Studies, monitors
the voting behavior of blacks.

She told NBC News last week that 89
percent of the nation's blacks voted for
former Vice President Walter Mondale in
his 1984 bid for the presidency. This year
only 72 percent said they would vote for
Gov. Michael Dukakis.

Overall black turnout is also expected to
be lower this year, Williams said. Only 51
percent of those polled by the center —
compared to 1984's 56 percent — said they
would definitely vote.

This drop was in part due to the
"Jackson Factor," Williams said.

"About 40 percent of those blacks we
surveyed . . . believed Jackson had been
mistrusted at the convention," she said.

"A majority of those said that it affected
their likelihood of voting, and voting for
the Democrats."

Lybarger said the country, though ad-
vanced in many ways, is still backward in
its view of minorities. Though perhaps not
as pronounced as during the 1960s, racism
still exists, he said.

"Being born of black parents" was
Jackson's political downfall, Lybarger
said.

While Williams said that some blacks were
disenchanted by the decision, others
said Dukakis could not win with Jackson
on the ticket.

"Dukakis doesn't win without blacks,"
Lybarger said.

He said the country, though advan-
ted in many ways, is still backward in
its view of minorities. Though perhaps not
as pronounced as during the 1960s, racism
still exists, he said.

"It's saying all the right things, but
it's from the wrong person," he said.

Michael Kraner, chief political cor-
respondent for U.S. News and World
Report, wrote that ineptitude, not race,
didn't figure into Jackson's political
downfall.

"Jackson's agenda that was not articulated
in the 1988 presidential campaign. This year
Jackson has charted a stormy course in
his political ocean.

"Faring the deep where the great ones are
And should my frail craft prove too slight
For waves that shall come,
I'd rather go down in the stirring fight
Than drowse to death by the sheltered shore."

— Anonymous
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POLICE

From page 1

police as many times as it takes for an office to be convinced that the individual is either legally drunk or not. This is done because "a person's welfare has become an officer's responsibility."

Drinking in public is a public offense said Whitmer and those picked up for this violation could end up going to jail or an officer could "assume responsibility to a friend or to an R.A."

"This is not private property, but students, staff and visitors will wonder what they did wrong," Campbell said. "You know a double line means the same exact thing everywhere."

INTERNATIONAL

From page 1

ional Programs is for one year.

"The idea behind International Programs is to immerse students in the cultures they are visiting and broaden their understanding, which usually takes longer than a quarter," von Engsl said.

He said students studying in fields for which an international dimension would be beneficial should consider the program.

An informational meeting will be held Nov. 10 at the Cal Poly Theatre from 11 a.m. until noon. A slide show will be put together by students who have studied overseas. Other alumni from the program will be on hand to answer questions.

Additional information concerning International Programs may be obtained by contacting Marilyn York, campus coordinator.

WOW

Calendar

Wednesday

"Cruising the Caribbean" will be the topic addressed at 6:30 p.m. by Calville's Travel. The presentation will be held at 755 Santa Rosa St. in San Luis Obispo.

Cover Up, a documentary about the uncovering of the Iran-Contra dealings, will be shown Oct. 15 at the Palm Theater in San Luis Obispo.

Thursday

The American Red Cross will sponsor a CPR class for children and at Arroyo Grande Hospital from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 543-0444.

A summer job workshop will be held at 11 a.m. in the Architecture Building room 104. Signs-up will be at the front counter of the Placement Center.

California Congressman Leon Panetta will speak at 11 a.m. in Fischer Science Building room 286. Panetta will address the current issues in congress and answer questions.

Friday

"Why do we need religion? Why Buddhism? Why Shinto?" is the topic that scholars and educators will address at the San Luis Obispo Buddhist Temple at 7 p.m. For additional information call 595-2623.
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Classifieds

Club Services

HABUUKUK IT'S HERE NOV 1-3 CHANCEY 7:30PM FREE SPONSORED BY INTEREST WFCY O F THE MONTH CLASSICS: Sweatsuits, jeans, skirts, sweaters, dresses, handbags, shoes, jewelry, and accessories. Don't miss out on the fun! Free admission. Cash or credit cards only.

MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS Sunday November 2nd Paisley Square Located at the U.C.I. info desk.

THE THREE SISTERS

THE TIME HAS COME FOR THE REMATCH WOW 52 & 131

Tyrion

ATTENTION: ALL CAMPUS CLUBS AND GREED ORGANIZATIONS THE MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS IS NOW OFFERING THE OPTION OF BILLING AS AN AD. PURCHASE ORDERS/Checks MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE DAILY AT LEAST 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE. UPFRONT WILL BE THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE FORMS OF PAYMENT.

ATTENTION: ALL CAMPUS CLUBS AND GREED ORGANIZATIONS THE MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIEDS IS NOW OFFERING THE OPTION OF BILLING AS AN AD. PURCHASE ORDERS/Checks MUST BE SUBMITTED TO THE DAILY AT LEAST 24 HOURS IN ADVANCE. UPFRONT WILL BE THE ONLY ACCEPTABLE FORMS OF PAYMENT.

DELTA Tau & SIGMA KAPPA Thanks for an outstanding Beta Theta Phi.

HEY EX! ADI IS STILL ON DERRY DAYS WE LOVE OUR COACHES!

JENNET EISEMILLER of ADI. You are an awesome addition to our family. I am so proud to have you as my sis.

LINDA CHI ALPHA Saturday night was definitely a nightmare. Despite the right line, one of our girls picked us for a fresh start. Let's do it again! Love Alpha

SHERRY CARSOND YOUR ONE HIT WON'T LIL S S I L Y LOVE YOU NELAN

SAGA MCH Gamma Chi will get your Daily plans going. We love you!

Thank you very much for your volunteer efforts at the Daily office.

WOW 52 & 131 The Time Has Come For The Rematch at lower sand court

GOOOGOOD MORNING VIETNAM

114, 115 CHUMMA AUD.

Entertainment

Games People Play Rent playing and used Games.

1099 Broad St. SLO 546-8447

Open Gaming-Free Sat. and Sun.

W Excellence & Cycles 1982 HONDA C70 750 CUSTOM New engine, new battery. 1985 Kawasaki Ninja 800cc

ROOMS AVAILABLE ON CAMPUS CALL 544-9777

Moped & Cycles

Yowza! WHAT A BARGAIN!!

With the Cal Poly Club

VOuTSHUN MINT 20TH THERES NO "MINT" THAT HAD GREAT BARGAINS FOR THE PRICE!

For Sale

Fender tube amp for $250

Bike Race Fri Nov. 4 at 4 PM

For More Information or to Buy, Contact David Brown at Student Painters Inc.

1-800-362-6441

Student Painters Inc.

Student Painters Inc.

Banff, Can.

sponsoring X-mas break tops to

ASI Travel/Qulliver's Travel is

for a FREE LIST of all the least
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Mustangs Gretchan Mitchell and Kim Kalaal make a dig attempt in Monday's match against BYU.

$199 DINNER SPECIAL
Good today, 11/02/88 Only
Coupon good only from 11:30 - 6:30
*CHICKEN TERIYAKI
STEAMED RICE
SALAD
973 Foothill Blvd..5
(Next to Burger King)
543-3476

GET ONE NOW WHILE THE GETTING IS GOOD.

We've made it even easier for you to qualify for a Wells Fargo student VISA card.

We've also made it easy for you to apply. Just give us a call and we'll take your application over the phone. You need to be at least a sophomore at a 4-year California college or university. And a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with a social security number. You must have a checking or savings account opened for at least six months—and be on good terms with your bank and any creditors. Finally, you should have at least $200 a month in spending money from verifiable sources after your expenses. That's all it takes to qualify. When you do, you'll be getting a good start on establishing credit.

So get your bank account number and other personal information together and call 1-800-642-BANK today.

WELLS FARGO STUDENT VISA
1-800-642-BANK

---

The Lady Mustangs caught BYU off-guard during the first game to win it by a score of 15-10. Middle blocker Karen Anderson played well in the first game and made quality hits and blocks throughout the entire match.

"Anderson showed up ready to play regarding blocking," Cummings said. "She did a good job and made a difference with the team."

Cal Poly lost the second game 7-15 but still played strong. The Mustangs made many astonishing saves and outside hitter Michelle Hansen had a couple of non-returnable hits, but Cal Poly could not keep a steady lead against BYU.

Cal Poly came back to earn the first seven points of the third game on the way to a 15-10 win. Both teams produced outstanding blocking which kept the score deadlocked at 15 for many rotations. After a BYU player seemed to literally block a shot with her face, Cal Poly's powerful play could not be stopped, and the Mustangs slowly pulled away from BYU.

During the fourth and final game, middle blocker Jill Myers gave the Mustangs momentum by making some saves which contributed to Cal Poly's 15-9 victory over BYU.

"Myers played steady throughout the night as middle blocker," Cummings said. "She came ready to play, to help out the team."

An additional asset during the last game was Hansen, who made several powerful serves.

Cummings said the entire squad played well and that outside hitter Gretchan Mitchell did well. "Mitchell came in for Karen (Anderson) in the back row," Cummings said. "She made good plays defensively."

"We forced BYU into quite a few errors," he said. "We served aggressively and took them out of their offense by serving tough." The Mustangs will be on the road this weekend against San Diego State and Cal State Fullerton, and will return home on Nov. 7 and 8 against top-ranked University of Hawaii.

---

**SPORTS**

Poly upsets BYU

By Kelley Cummings

In an action-packed game Monday night, the Cal Poly women's volleyball team had a surprising victory over seventh-ranked Brigham Young University, winning three out of four games.

"It was surprising that we never let BYU get on track," said Cal Poly women's volleyball assistant coach Craig Cummings.

"I was impressed with our team's ability to stay in focus throughout the match. We had great defense and swung away at the ball."

Mustangs Qratchan Mitchall and Kim Kalaal make a dig attempt in Monday's match against BYU.

---

**SMITH CORONA**

Tomorrow's Technology at Your Touch.

PWP 40

WORD PROCESSING TYPEWRITER

XD 7500

Store, edit, recall and print text from memory.

Large 40 character display.
12,000 characters of memory.
Insert, block move, copy, delete and selective search.
10 lines of memory correction.
Split-Right* electronic dictionary checks spelling of 75,000 words.
Other features include WordEraser® and LineEraser®.
WordRight* AutoSpelling makes your spelling correct.
Unique easy-to-load Correcting Cassette and Right Ribbon System.

Call for special student discount.

Davenport Business Machines
P. O. Box 775 802 Arbutus Ave.
San Luis Obispo, California 93402
772-1019

---

**VOLUNTEER SERIES**

Films screening at University Union Theatre.

"Police: The State of Law Enforcement in California" with Don McCallum, former chief of Los Angeles Police Department.

"The War on Drugs" with Carl T. Rowans, III, political science professor.

"The University's Role in the Struggle Against AIDS" with Mary K. Working, social work professor.

"The Media and the Environment" with Richard Dean, associate professor of communication.

Community presentations begin at 7 p.m. and are free to the public.

NOW OPEN TIL MIDNIGHT!

let us shed a little light on the subject for you at

MIKE'S COPY & GRAPHICS
quality full-service copying & graphics
84 copies
macintosh computers
save your work binding

673 Higuera
San Luis Obispo
543-6146

---

**PHIL KEAGGY**

and Sunday's Child

Produced by Arthur Nichols

673 Higuera
San Luis Obispo
543-6146

---

**PARABLE**

673 Higuera
San Luis Obispo
543-6146

---

**STEAM-Eb Ribl**

"CHICKEN TCVYi"